
With so much competition in the
aesthetic market, clinics often find
themselves competing on price 
rather than on the quality and 
range of their treatments.

Add to this the complexity of modern
marketing and the low barriers 
to entry into sophisticated marketing
platforms, and it becomes more
difficult for clinics to operate with 
fully booked treatment rooms.

Brainstorm Digital offers a model 
for attracting quality clients who are
not price-shoppers, using a technique
known as the “Sales Funnel”.

This paper describes the approach
in some detail.

Discover the 5-step formula
for an online marketing campaign 
that fills your clinic

Aesthetic clinic owners:
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Google the name of any aesthetic treatment, and immediately dozens 
– if not hundreds – of aesthetic clinics appear. To the prospective patient,
this abundance of choice can be confusing.

Each website may have a different design and feature different doctors, but once you’ve seen five or 10, they look
interchangeable, and patients end up making their choice on seemingly random factors: Which clinic got back to
them fastest, who can offer them the earliest appointment, or most often, small differences in price. For the clinics,
this is no way to reliably grow a business. 

How, then, can you really differentiate yourself online? How do you ensure that you are the top choice for serious
patients, who are willing to pay for quality treatments and are looking for a long-term relationship with you?

The temptation is simply to “shout” the loudest: To spend the most on Adwords so that your clinic comes out top 
in searches, to pay for the most followers on Facebook and to bombard your email list with offers. Unfortunately
these are costly strategies which ultimately do nothing to solve the underlying problem, that prospective patients
have no meaningful reason to choose you above another clinic. 

The answer lies in building a system in which you actively seek out the right patients, instead of waiting 
for them to stumble across you… and then take them through a carefully constructed process designed 
to create a deep relationship with you before the competition gets to them, so that when they are ready to buy 
– you are the only choice. 

Our 5-step ‘ABCDE’ model works as follows: 

Introduction

With the ABCDE system in place, you deliberately build a pool of eager prospective patients who know, like and
trust you – instead of wasting your marketing efforts on price-shoppers. You continue to nurture them over the
long-term – instead of trying to capture their business in a 30-second visit to your website, or via a single email
reply to their enquiry form. And you have a reliable means to turn them into repeat customers – significantly
increasing the value of each patient.

In the online marketing world, there are many examples of highly systematised lead and sales “funnels”. In the
following sections, we’ll walk you through each stage of the ABCDE system, showing you just how this works 
for clinics like yours.

Here’s to a fully booked clinic!

A
Attract

the right patients

B
Build

a meaningful 

relationship with them

C
Convert

them, by selling to them

when they are ready

D
Deliver

a service which fulfils

their expectations and 

reinforces the relationship

E
Expand

by selling to them again,

and turn them into

your biggest advocates.
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Who does your marketing target?

When trying to attract new patients, it is important to understand just how they make the decision to get an
aesthetic treatment. Most of them don’t wake up one morning and decide, out of the blue, that today they are
going to get their jowls fixed or zap their fat. Rather, they go through a psychological process (sometimes called 
a “buyer’s journey”), in which their awareness of their problem, and their desire to fix it, gradually increases.

At the bottom end, we have “cold leads”. These are people who know they have an issue with their appearance – let’s
say, sagging jowls or love handles – and disturbed by it, but are not yet looking for a solution. They don’t know what
the treatments are – they may not even know their problem can be treated! – and they certainly don’t know you.

A bit further down the line, some of these people might start looking into solutions. We call these “warm leads”.
They are actively investigating a wide range of options – including, but not only, in the realm of aesthetic medicine
– and are interested in how they work. They are probably aware of you, and may even be past patients.

At the very top of the scale we have “hot leads” – those who know exactly what treatment they’re looking for, 
but have yet to decide who is going to provide it. They are actively comparing clinics, looking at prices, investigating
availability and reading up on clinic reviews.

Attract the right patients 1Step

Almost universally, clinics tend to target “hot leads”. They push details of their new treatments on their websites
and on Facebook, try to rank for those treatments on Adwords, and send their email lists heavily promotional
messages, meant to elicit immediate sales.

The problem is that although “hot leads” are closest to making a decision, they are also spending a lot of time
investigating other options – and so are very fickle. Add to that the fact that they don’t really know you and are
being targeted by your competitors as well, and your chances of converting them are even at best.

In the ABCDE system, we target patients at all three levels of awareness.We create material pitched at the
concerns of each group, which we use to draw them to the clinic’s website, and then onto the clinic’s email list. 

In fact, the biggest business opportunities lie with the cold and warm leads. If you can catch them early, before they
have started comparing clinics, your chances of converting them rise dramatically.

Cold Leads
Becoming aware they have a problem

Warm Leads
Interested in solutions

Hot Leads
Ready to buy now!
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People buy from people they know, like and trust. 
It’s a truism for a reason…
Once potential patients join your email list, it is your job to make them feel so comfortable with you, so sure that
you are best placed to help them, that they will never consider going anywhere else for their aesthetic treatments.

Unfortunately, that is not what usually happens.Most clinics commit one of two classis errors with their new
subscribers. They either neglect them completely, never – or only rarely – emailing them, thus failing to exploit one
of their biggest business assets. In the patients’ minds, they remain no different to any other clinic they approach.
Or, they only write to announce the launch of a new treatment or promote a particular discount, which speak only
to their very “hottest” leads – and most likely alienate the cold and warm ones.

In the ABCDE model, clinics follow up with all new subscribers very regularly, initially once every day a two, and
later once a week at minimum. (Much of this can be automated, so that the effort involved is minimal.) 

The emails fulfil the following criteria:

       • They’re Personal. Your prospects don’t want to hear from a faceless “clinic” or “marketing@” – they want 
to hear from a real person. Pick someone to front your email campaign, preferably your clinic’s owner 
or a senior doctor, and make sure all communications come from them. But it’s not enough to stick their
name at the bottom of the email. What can they tell subscribers about themselves? What stories and
experiences can they share?  Make your subscribers feel they actually know someone in your clinic.

       • They’re Relevant. Patients came onto your email list because they had a particular issue that was 
bothering them – let’s say, cellulite.  Spend time addressing that issue, in a way that is appropriate 
to their level of awareness. 

       So, if they are “cold” leads, you might want to explain why cellulite is formed, how it can be prevented 
and whether it has any health repercussions.

       If they are “warm” leads, you can review and compare the treatment options, and explain which one 
is most helpful and how it works.  Perhaps include a few case studies.

       If they are “hot” leads, you might push Med Contour, CelluTite or any other treatment you offer, focusing 
on how you deliver it and why patients should choose you. Price, past results, why your doctors are best
qualified are all valid here.

       (This, again, is where automation comes in. Once these emails are written, they can be sent out on autopilot.)

       • They’re Helpful. Be genuinely useful to your subscribers, offering them your best insights and advice on the
issues that matter to them: Their bodies, their skin, their beauty, their lifestyle. Show that you understand
their concerns and the deep emotions involved, and become a resource to them, without every interaction
having to lead to a sale. This will build up trust in your advice, as well as your authority - another powerful
differentiator in the market.

       • They’re Interactive. A real relationship is two-ways, and this one should be too. Ask your new subscribers
what questions they have, where they want your help, and answer them promptly. With every interaction,
they will feel closer to you. And with every email they receive that makes them feel that you understand 
and can help with their problems, they will be more likely to rely on you for a solution – rather than on the
clinic next door.

Build a meaningful relationship with them2Step
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Of course, friendly, helpful emails are all very good and well, but you’re
running a business. You want to fill your clinic, have the funds available to
buy new machines, and perhaps even expand. So when do you get to sell?

Again, you have to treat your three subscriber streams differently. Your warm and cold leads will require a little
more patience than your hot leads:

       • Hot leads: They’re interested in a specific treatment – sell hard straight away.

       • Warm leads: Once you have spent time explaining how a particular treatment works, they can dip their 
toe in the proverbial water with a consultation, or opt to find out more about it – in which case they are
upgraded to “hot” lead.

       • Cold leads: You don’t sell to them… yet. First, get them to the point where they begin to wonder about 
a solution to their problem, and then upgrade them to “warm” lead.

       While admittedly, this takes a little more time and effort than simply answering enquiries by “hot” leads 
who land on your website, the payoff is much greater. You reap the rewards of nurturing a large pool 
of potential patients from the moment they became aware they had a problem – while your competitors
battle over the price-shoppers.

Convert3Step

Hot
Leads

Direct Sale

Consultation

Warm
Leads

Cold
Leads
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Once your patients have booked in with you, it’s time to deliver their
chosen treatment.

While that’s your specialty, not ours, there’s one thing to keep in mind.

Over the preceding weeks and sometimes months, you have built up a powerful impression of what your clinic is
like in this new patient’s mind. They chose you because they felt a connection to your clinic. They feel they know
whichever staff member is signed on your emails; they may even have corresponded with them (in fact, in their
minds, this staff member is probably a little bit of a celebrity). 

You have been helpful and understanding of their issues and all the accompanying emotional baggage (and as you
know, with many issues concerning appearance, the emotional baggage is heavy!). They are probably genuinely
excited to see your premises and meet your staff.

Deliver4Step

Your team needs to understand that – unlike the price-shoppers
– this is not just a transactional exchange for them.
They already have a relationship with your clinic long before they have 
stepped through your doors, and it is vital that their experience matches the
warm-yet-professional tone they have come to expect from your emails, 
or all your good work will be wasted.

Tip
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Congratulations, you have gained new patients. That was the (relatively)
expensive part of the exercise. 

Now, to really turn a profit, you want them to return to your clinic several times a year, opt into more expensive
treatments and get them to advocate for you amongst their family, colleagues and friends. In order to expand
your relationship with your new patients, the ABCDE system takes a two-pronged approach.

First, continue to provide them with regular, helpful insights and advice about health, beauty and lifestyle. 
By becoming a consistent and welcome presence in their lives, your clinic stays top-of-mind, and your connection
with them deepens. They are loyal to you, and have no reason to look elsewhere for treatments.

Second, provide your patients with frequent opportunities to buy from you again:

       • Send direct, relevant offers to your “hottest” leads - for example, announcing that you now offer
Mesotherapy to patients who have already shown an interest in anti-ageing treatments or skin
rejuvenation, or promoting a discount on HydraFacial to people who have had this treatment in the past.

       It is important not to bombard your entire list with every offer. People who have been on your list for 
two weeks because they opted into a resource about male chest reduction will only be annoyed to receive 
a hard-selling email about dermal fillers.

       • Test the waters to see what other issues your subscribers are grappling with and where else they might
need your help – in other words, where they are “warm”.

How do you do this? Talk to them about other issues, such as wrinkles or hair loss or acne scarring, in an informative,
sympathetic, non-salesy way, but offer further information in a downloadable resource. Anyone who opts 
to receive it is a “warm lead,” who most likely has the problem – and may be interested in potential solutions.

Follow upwith relevant emails, treating them just as you would treat warm leads who are new to your list. 

Over the long-term, every individual’s interaction with you online will differ, depending on their interests and their
buying patterns. Here’s what one patient’s experience might look like: 

Expand 5Step

Downloads
resource

on dry skin

Helpful email
about winter

skin

Helpful email
about how

to pick 
a moisturiser

Skin peel
offer

(doesn’t buy)

Helpful
email with
fitness tip

Helpful
email 2 with

fitness tip

Email
sequence
about Lipo

(doesn’t buy)

Helpful
email about
alternatives

to Lipo

Emails about
omnilux

Books
appointment

Books
consultation

Helpful email
about foods
that nourish

your skin 

Series of
emails about
HydraFacial

Opts in to
resource

about 
age spots

Opts in to
resource about

weight loss 

Opts in to 
Med Contour 

sequence 

Books
appointment

Ultimately, the mixture of relationship-building emails, direct offers and softer offers is designed to capture them
at every stage of the customer journey, when they are cold, warm and hot - maximising your opportunities to sell.
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That’s it!

You now have a powerful process to capture quality leads earlier than your competitors, build your relationship
with them so that they never look elsewhere, and sell to them again and again.

If you want help building the ABCDE system for your own clinic, let’s talk.

       • Results include 22 appointments for dermal fillers in one December ’15 campaign

       • 48 enquiries for Vanquish ME over December ’15 

       • We can work with you and your marketing manager to quickly implement every stage of the process,
drawing in new patients within a couple of months

       • We optimise your campaign so that you attract the maximum number of leads at the lowest possible cost,
making each patient more profitable

       • Our director of content, Miriam Shaviv, is a former award-winning journalist and editor with vast experience
in the healthcare sector. It is like having a journalist on your team!

We look forward to hearing from you.

Best wishes,

4 Imperial Place Maxwell Road Borehamwood Herts, WD6 1JN
www.brainstorm-digital.co.uk

Conclusion

Miriam Shaviv
Director of Content, Brainstorm Digital
miriam@brainstorm-digital.co.uk

Danny Bermant
Director, Brainstorm Digital
danny@brainstorm-digital.co.uk

Questions?
Call us on 
020 8953 8820

http://www.brainstorm-digital.co.uk
https://www.facebook.com/BrainstormDigital/
https://twitter.com/bstormdigital
https://www.linkedin.com/company/brainstorm-digital-ltd

